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CALIFORNIA,  FRIDAY, 
MARCH 
29, 1963 
SPRING IS HERE but the weatherman
 has not 
cooperated fully 
in bringing sunny weather to 
the campus in any consistency. In hopes that 
today
 is  a nice one, Spartan Daily has brought 
forth its annual Spring Issue. With Easter vaca-








features,  columns and 
news of 
spring
 on the college campus. 
of Markham 
Hall represents 
































The first sign of spring- fash-
ion -wise
 on the SJS campus will 
be the casual look of Madras and 
bright colored cottons for the 
women,
 while the men continue 
Woar  W bite levis, cotton shirts 
and inside -out sweatshirts. 
The styles of SJS will no longer 























cember are 5.15 students modeling 
the lat..st f,shions in front of 
Tower  Half on the beach at Santa 
CrlIZ 









 issue also 
features
 a 
































 a special ICSC 
meeting 
at














 in a special
 












 the people of the 
United States and people of other 
nations.- Former 
Pres. Dwight Ei-










es will be difficult 
to
 see next to 
living
 room furniture 
because dress 
prints are going to look as if 
they
 




new material idea 
will 
be woolens for 
spring  and slimmer 
wear.
 These are so light you
 tau -o-
ily can tell they are 
wool. They 
can be packed in a purse without 
wrinkling.
 
The  shirtwaist dress,
 an old 
standby 
on the SJS 
campus,  will 
be seen frequently










. Not new 
but  
always standard is 
the 
three-piece 

























tight  skirt 
and finally
 switch-

























here  to 























































































































and "A" shaped 
0 










!of candidates. This was instituted 
To insure 
candidates  equal  ad- so a party
 could not 
endorse  only 


















their  Briggs walked









 from -double adver- 
council  meeting 
because
 "the Flec-




by passing several 
amend-  
tion Code Bill 
was  not getting  due 
pus, 











Code  Bill. 
currently  on the 
coun- 







to delete two sections of the pro-
,  rules and posed 






names could not appear in Spar -




tan Daily party advertising and 
in Hawaii. have become equally 
tains  that all political party ;only the
 party's name, not the 
popular on the Mainland. They 
Spartan 















 , on individual's 
campaign posters. 
parel to be worn over










































Commenting on his exit from 
eryone










Wecinesday's  meeting, the grad -








































 In previous 
years a great 
a responsible political party 
controversy 
has arisen concerninc 
rut were
 unable to see the pos. 
SJS Talent
 Show 














 the winner of 
Allen Hall's
 Spring Talent Show 
to 
he held on 
April  22 at S 
p.m.  
The show will feature 
music tal-
ent 















 are eligible. 
Those interested in participatine
 in 
the show are 
asked  to call Todd 
Schiffman
 at Allen Hall, 29487-11.
 
before April 5. 

















of party slates its
 misuses of 
the code if eer-
party ada." I 
ott
















 meet in 
g . .
 
Chairman Larson said. 
:clvertising If political 




 of whom 




elected last year tinder 
the 
o inches, contains one of the ' 
political
 party SPUR. have 
at-




 to bend 
over  backwards 
dictate  V, mid
 be receiving
 
twice  * 
be 
fair 








political  parties. hut to 
. 
Council














party candidates an 































 one party 
or anoth-
er. It  
wants  to 
represent the best 
interests








 for minor  
grammatical changes. The 
com-





























































































the east side of 10th St. are 
cleaned, and Tuesday 
nights the 
cleaner tours the east side of 
Ninth












ore launching on 
Streets. 
! a career? 
A 
proposal seeking that Student 
"The 
people  cited apparently had 

















these people are getting
 this 
serv-




Plans call for a continuing
 of the 
program, 
with no changes imme-
diately forecast.
 "The only 
alterna-
tive," said Philpott, "is to have 
dirty, unhealthy and unsightly 
I 
streets,
 which people don't seem to 
like either." 
Following 
the initial clean-up, 
Philpott had stated. "To help 
the 
student's evening parking 
problem  
during the sweep-ups 
we
 have ar-
ranged for cars to be parked out 
of clean-up districts and thus 
escape citations." 
Failure to take advantage of 
these 
parking
 spaces and heed the 
warning notices issued during the 





San  Jose's 
fourth
 attempt to 
clean  and 
beautify  the 
San  Jose 
State 
campus area  left 
nearly 100 
cars on 


















 Monday and 
Tuesday  
nights. The next
 clean-up will take 
place during Easter vacation. 
This was the first time enforce-
ment had been 
used. Previously. 
Philpott points out. signs had been 
put up. literature 
explaining  the 
program had been 
distributed,
 ar-
ticles had appeared in both the 
San Jose and SJS newspapers and 
warning notices had been 
issued  on 
cars  that hadn't 
been
















area from Fourth to 16th Streets 
pportunity  





 Streets are 
cleaned.  NIond... 
or 
Writers  
F S t r e e t s ,
 




 ADKINS (I.) and 
Barbara  
McDonald  
inspect lost and 
found articles 
being
 sold by 
Spartan Spears, 














 by the 
group,  
continues







through college," Hauck 
said.  
Citing the example of the 
NDEA  
funds, Hauck said that the 
introduced in in 
Congress earlier this cent 
report submitted to the Board
 
of Trustees stated that the SJS 




The human race is confronted 














es which is 12.85 per capita. 
with two choices: either  








 the key items 
Evaluated on the basis of the gen-
campus







 to SJS, ac -
itself. 
e.rally accepted standards of a mm-
destroyingstudents
 throughout











construction  loan 
fund for 
Dr. Arnold J. Toynbee, famed 
nnum of 40 volumes per capita the 





1957  SJS 
gradu-  
public,












colleges;  12) extension and expan-







news  editor of 
the
 
sion  of the 
National  Defense Diu -






Act  i NEIA) 
of 1958; t 31 
in Morris 
Dailey  Auditorium. 

















































































































DAVID P. HATCH 
. . . 



























































































































































































































































































































































many articles on 





technology, tribal crafts and in -
that 
the students may 
keep abreast 
dust





 pending legislation which may 
In
 1961 he  won the Louis Cori -
affect them 
directly
 or indirectly." fort 






 a committee to silverwork. 
ment club 
investigate the proposal. 
Professor Hatch has traveled night at 17.: 
widely, visiting Iran, Burma, and Earl
 
Sri.'  
12.85 figure is woefully inade-
quate." Italian Club 
Dinner  
Mexico. In Mexico he was in dent for the  
charge of a 
student
 





have  a An initiation dinner will be 
held 
while
 in Burma he led 
a 




 interest in 
at least several
 tomorrow
 night at 8 
by
























"Also  requested by the scope of the proposed NEIA," 
Center. 
Dr. Toynhee is author of a 12 International
 
Student
 center and 
"Interested  
stii.lem-

































abridgement of the first six vol. 





 and part- the establishment 
of a committee language are welcome. Price is 




umes was on the best seller lists 
time wages




consider  the oroposal; a written I per person. 
Body. 
and was a Book -of -the -Month













Dr. Toynbee has been 
awarded 
degrees 












 King Durkee 
of Copley 
Council 
express itself on federal
 
government matters that
 affect the 
newspapers,
 San 
Diego,  will visit 







 was presented at 
ment made available
 $277,778 in 




















ASB Pres, Bill 
Hauck. 
Concerning libraries: "The prob-
Toynbee
 Speaks 






 to the proposed 
Na- 










students  is not a new one. A re-
The program,





 of 12 














 the matter to be 
considered  by Council 
at a regular 
Wednesday meeting. 
A draft of the 
council  position 
on this particular
 bill; communica-
tion of the NEIA
 to other colleges 
and universities
 for their opinions 
and 
the investigation of 
establish-
ing 













thf., 111, sZ 
 
of a paper to be 








society,  to be 
held
 at 354 N. Fifth ;, 




A petition to add two 
new 
courses, "Seminar































































































Carlos  and 
Marso  












house from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
The collection  will end at 3 
p 
























 time for 
problem 
discussion. 
Music  and 
refreshments
 































































































































































































































8:30. 11:00 a.m. 
and  7:00 p.m. 
I .
 


















 of Christ, 
81 N. Eighth 
 
I 
Campus Christian Center 
an-
nounced
 it is planning to tear 
!down the house at 310 S. 10th St.' 
in order to build a $40,000 chapel. 
The house will be torn 
down 
this month and building will be-
gin within two months. 
R. Lindsey Lamberson. Camp-
bell architect, has designs -al the 
,chapel
 to seat 150 people. It 
will  
be a 
concrete  structure with a 
April 
7-12.  The lectures
 will h: 
held at 3 p.m. Sundays 




lecturer  :it, ! 
counselor at San 
Quentin 
"is keenly aware of 
modern
 : 






lems," according to 
Paul Oler 
minister











Allan  Dieter described
 









San Francisco. He 
received  r 
structure with folds or ribs 
racii-  
degree




out  from 
the point." 
fornia in psychology  and 
has done 


























tures  and 
the remilar son  in-es,"
 
Other members







































 6 p.m,  at the Cam-
pus 
Christian 













: fillP  to the I 














.peak  nn "Are Mor-
al Values 
Real

































San  Fernand,. Streets. 
Dr. 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































iteloporar>  will he, 
taaath
 the interior and: 





































































































































































































be used for social are 
hinlling
 
was  paid off seven 
wi 

























Cut your study time  
 Improve your comprehension
  




College  of 
Notre  Dar-,e San Francisco
 
University of 




Words  Per Minute
 with 
Coll for complete 
information  regarding 
Four -Week 
Summers Sessions






























 to  be 
completed  
Sept.  IS, 
gives 
good
 idea of 
what the 
building 











Sunday at 2 
p.m.,  even though 
"This 







 working towards bar 
more 
than
 five years and we just 
can't
 












 at 2 
la
 or at the 
a 









actual construction began March 20. While 
roof has come unstuck from 






similar thing will occur in the




Chuck  Von Ltamm,1 
prcsident
 of 




Clements,  SJS 
Placement
 officer
 and a national 
'slicer;
 Janie Winters. Delta Sig 
le earn Girl; school officials; and 
ssarrous 
alumni officers. 
Everyone is invited. Following 
the 
ceremonies
 refreshments and 






yard of the Halls of Ivy 
boardin  
house. 
In 1949 a local group called 
1Delta  Sigma Club received a 
to
 
tional charter from Delta Sign,,, 
Phi fraternity.
 The 17 
Delta  
Si, -
at that time 
were  
housed
 on  Mott. 






















747/4t/a4/4  VAIV / /WI 



















FROM OLD MEXICO 
Wasid 
& Pone 





























Op,. n 1,1, 9 30 Mon 
 Thurs.

































































74 So. First Street 
Open 
Mon. & Thurs. 111 9 00 


















































































 . . 
AND ALL







 & COUNTRY 
VILLAGE
 
Presents . . . 
Lights,
 
















 length fly 
front  pants 





 desired. Scoop in black, 
pink, blue green and summer brown. 
Jamaica 
in 
black,  bright blue, light blue, bright pink, light
 pink, 





summer brown and 
white.  
Hooded  







 Stripe top sixes S.M.L. Pant sizes 
7-15, 1-16. Jacket 
sizes
 
S.M.L.  Top 
$4.98:  
Jamaica $6.98: Jacket 16.98. 
Others








 Reid, Catalina, and 




New 1 -pc. 
Bikini









































































































award  for 
his 











program  will 







activities  at 
Hart's  

























a  abral 
Savings
















afternoon  the 
students  
'wall 
understudy  Hart s 
personnel,
 
'from buyer to president. and par-
' ticipate in the executive decadori.s 
made during the course of their 
duties.  









Smith. director of 
the 
San  Jose Redevelopment 
'Agency and Arnold 
Einsler. part-
ner in the 
Kline-Kinsler  Buying 
Office
 in Los 
Angeles. 
This year Reed 
Jones.  junior 
!from 
Alameda, will 





made  by a student com-
mittee which re-views sail 
applica-
tions for the 
workshop  and selects 
the 
member,  
Salary is derissett fratn 
the  Latin 
word 




 calleo   
wait 
they they received 












Grossman,  and Harris 
 Albums, 



























ills it. nilt 
p1111 
eller. 














































































































fornia man, oh,r with a young 
Brooklyn woman survised a plane 
crash and 48 days in the northern 
wilderness,  was united with his 
wife yestetday tor 








cerned about how she 
would  react 
to his scarred face. 
"I look like 
a man who just 
is








the IVhitchorse General 
Hospital helped 
him shave his 
thick beard 
Wednesday.  
"I look like it 
dead






all  these scats." 
It was Flores'
 first chance to see 
the wounds
 his face sustained
 in 




ines]  Howard plane in British 
Col-










On the left side of his upper 
lip was a one
 and one-half inch Y-
shaped gouge. 
Another deep scar, about two 
inches long. ran diagonally under 
his lower lip to the bottom of his 
chin. His cheeks showed big 
bruises.
 




then  local 
tailor Jim Golightly was 
summon-
ed to Flores' hospital
 room to take 
measurements  
for a 


































































 her husband 
since
 last Juno, 






 after he 
decided
 to work 




Yesterday  in Vancouver.
 she was 
eager 
to talk about 
Ralph and 
their 17 -year marriage. 
"Perhaps I talk too 
much." she 
said. 
-I do most of 
the talking 
in 
our marriage. But 


















A nervous burglar tied up six 
persons 
on
 one bed Wednesday 
night 
after he bumbled upon a 
family watching television in a 
darkened 
apartment.  
Then he changed his mind and 
put them in another room, bar-
ricaded the door with furniture, 
and escaped 
with the
 family car 














790  refill 
'Safeguard'
 clip works 
the  tip. Tip is 







 for fabulous 
prizes. 
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE 
'Right On Campus'' 












































 and so 
is




















 in the 


















age of io,irted 
prr.s,mancies  had 
an a. 
seident
 body ssibere 
.. 
, 






























 a 1. ; 
? !dent 











kind on the 
subject  




















requirel  to be pre-
scribed on a triplicate 
prescript
 ion, 
SEOUL, Korea UPI -- Two 
; 














vessel  in a 





i American airmen were among 11 
"'an 
, Ions of 






' persons killed yesterday when a ' 
-overtunent
 
is not telling them 
the -1-  
I 




























as 52 per 
cent  of 
It 
"The  


















 of the Americans, both 
are being defrauded by Pei:co da; hat belief," Semite GOP Leader 




 M. Dirksen, 
III., told a 
ing notification of relatives. 
But Dr. Henry Ricksford,
 Stock "'yr' "'Terence' 
Curt, 











 the cmnrn ittee that he 




r seen a true Percodan 
originated in Taegu, about 200 
had neve 
Ind., backing Dirksens 
miles
 south 
of Seoul.  It 
struck
 a a"'c'' 
large. said the Cuban crisis 











 the controversy  
over  
'managed 
news." and that "It is 
little 



























































 The  
coin-
.   0; 
post




















' much isivause he's afraid of saying 




 the !Borman 
faith, which she 
and her husband 
adopted two 
years  ago, "must have 
helped Ralph a lot
 up there. 
"But I wish 
you'd  eon Oct 
that
 
story about him being a lay min-
ister.
 He's lust










 no religion until 







Mormon Church  
because we 
me;  
so many nice 
people
 who oer. 










wanted to bring up our family: 




s..nal habits, Mrs. Flores said:
 
'Ile used to take social drinks 




he used to smoke 
cigarettes  I.ut 
not when he was flying. 
-He wasn't  a 
heavy Minket'. he 







 ,he didn't even like
 beer 
when I first met him."
 






























dangerous drugs was killed 
Wednesday night by the Senate 
JtUtiCiary Committee. 
On a 6-6 tie vote, the commit-





























































































































































 of Cuban 








































ban  north 
coast 




idea  where 
the assault 














































































































































































































































 Airport, 15 tulles 
frOM downtown Seoul. 
Sooth Korean air force authori-






and hea'y snows. 


























high school girl -
are so confused
 about micaIit 
that  they 
consider  





























based her con- 
s"'"'  "s Ti'' 
elusions
 on 









ing i.:.! , ;2 12 pia .IIST, 
a 























-  ,le I: 






the issue has become much 























Ile s a I .! t he 
administration 





















































 tho way for :1 , 
milestone 
flight plsmned












and $2 billion 
damage
 annually t;) 
roeket late this jou' 
when
 a live 
,.irchards,










 the ma...site 
, 
list't
 hr. th'st 
tittie 
1.14;1. 























Your choice of White or Red 
Dinner Jacket, Blue or Black Tuxedos, 



























by 6.1 per rent 
,.ir 









































plus free 79 refill 
'Safeguard' clip works
 the tip. Tip is 
protected and so is your shirt. Plus free entry 
in No -Loser






































 Skis  Poles  
Safety 















































































































































































































































































































































































 the  
total










































Disalloaed  a 
request for
 $2 







 was shot. 
-- 
Refused  to 
approve 
a penny 




of land for a new National 
Seashore
 Park at Cape Cod, 
Mass.  
C U ONS'IRCTION 











 at Bruceton, Pa., to 
noose  263 Bureau of Mines em-
ployees
 





However, the committee voted 
?oi boost 
funds budgeted toy Ken-
nedy for some 
other  programs, 
osluding construction






.n national parks. 
It also approved 
more  funds 
than were requested







 hatcheries  
on Alabama. Arkansas, California. 
Tennessee, 
Virginia,  Washington. 
The first 
air  cond 

































 26 days, 6 
countries
 . . 
$325
 
Section Two - 
Italy, Spain, Loive, Park: 29 
days,  3 
countries  ... $330. 
Section Three - Berlin,
 Scandinavia: 21 days, 5 
countries
 ... $295. 
Any section may be taken 













 4. Calif. 
 1 a 
ONE 
WAY TO 
TRAVEL  . 
FOR LESS 
THAN











































































































































































t '1'1 , A I 
)S
 AN( 













 dispersed by pollee
 scribing
 





yesterday  shortly  








 voter reg- 




























matching  group of
 















 bit the Rev. D. 1. 
Tricker, pastor  






rallies resigned to Knight's unsolicited ef-
I have 






The Greenwood HMI has been 
the target  of an 











 was wounded last 
"It's a great life if you don't 
month








 a Negro home 
earlier
 this week. 
Yesterday, the group of Negroes 
, went
 to 











office  and given
 vote ap-
plication 
forms to fill out. 
After 
completing  the forms,
 the 
Negroes gathered on the court-
house lawn 
then
 started their 
march  av.otiy from the 
building.  
On Tuesday, Rockefeller said 








questions  at the 
news conference following the 
opening.
 Knight 




on Richard M. Nixon, 
say-
ing the forrnei vice-president has 
not answered 
Publicly
 the facts 
involved in what he nailed the 
"Hughes scandal." 
"There is no question but that 
Nixon 
negotiated  the
 loan for his 









, a loan 
made 
several  
years  ago by 
When 
they 





 Co. to 
Nixon's  
three 
dogs held by police was
 
brother.
 Donald, while 
Nixon 
was 
turned loose in the 





 and crowds of 
Nixon, defeated for governor in 
whites began forming on street 




In the past he repeatedly has de-
Rev. Tucker
 was bitten on the 
Med that he ever used his political 
leg and 
was  seen hobbling down 





St re e t supported by 








Extension Hearing Slate 
, 







































tu the  
It 


































are lrebind him." 
When




planned to go ahead 
with  
his campaign  
despite repudiation. 
Rockefeller 
threw- up his 
hands  and 
said:  
1FX  Fighter 
Plane  
Before U.S. Senate 




 moving into a 
new  
cone-,  , 
area,  defended 















complexity of the 
weapons inventory. 




TIX as a single design fro,  
Navy 








 and perhaps 








Air Force in the peraxl 
O 1955-5ft began
 development of four 
!fighter planes. Ile called it "one 
o 
of the most costly areas of MIMI-
! cation" its military procurement 















this kind of costly dolt:heat
 on
 





 hy - 
Namara's
 
office  summarized  o 
Navy's evaluation 
of the comae -
.000r 





Dynamics.  It 















 the General 1': 




NIcNarnara  has been 
de.,  
his choice of General Dynair  
on 
grounds  the firm could
 h000ao 
i -in woo 

















































 said much of the 
labor force 
in Wisconsin. 




Ohio  and Indiana 
migrated  (ruin 
Texas. where they are replaced
 
bv 






 he said,  the 
domestic
 
























 vegetable farmers. 
-- newt 






 legislation to extend the 
program for 
two years beyond 
its 
!waren" 
latarr  would result
 
in a 





















in the foam 
of an :in-
a 
to the Water 
Right,
 
Labor  Secretary  W. 





Board for 2.9 million  arooe-feet  
of 
told




other  eastern states.
 
Feather
 River water 
to he 
,hres1  
r he administration supports only a 
one.year extension. 
WASHINGTON
 I UPI. 
Spokes-
or.an
 for ninon fanners
 and other 







!tie Mexican farm labor 
program. 
o They 
also  told the House Agri-
culture  manpower 
subcommittee 


























Council. said greater 
mechaniza-
tion had 
reduced  costs while 
de-
creasing 
the need for both 
hra-
ceors atal domestic workers. 
In urging a noturn
 to piece rates, 







































































































ICC Rate Order 
'n Favor





Interstate Commerce Commission 
yesterday 
issued
 an order that 
would 
give eastern and midwestern 
railroads a bigger share of rates: 
charged for 
transcontinental  ship-




a-as the first 
major 
realloca-
tion of revenues among railrowis 
participating
 in transeontinental  
shipments.
 The 
joint  rate structure
 








 St;.'--  and antedates  the 
-o-sear-oai
 lo 
behind two dams that don't exist. 
Approval













ros, to pomp water Mtn
 
ac000thern Caltfornin 
The county really Isn't trying 
to 
halt the ron.stnastion
 of Orovillr, 
I /am off 
Mails  pia% a 









The real target  
of
 the o 
protests






 to tire 






 .  
that











to pay to -
it 




taking  f.: 
STUDENT 





If filta me 
15 1.










Fmk.,   ....mill %turn. II 
irruri  I.rirrr 
3A-60 
land day.... tram 
$51n 
 I 
I I il 
 I II \ 
N 1 I 
PHI












DRIVE -YOURSELF  TOURS
 









1 ' 111 






 i.. . 
.4145 II is 
I 
Mt
 I \III PI \1/I. I ,t I III \ 1 Ili 51 II I I I' - 
11ders.oismil
 'mud, oil 
ill I 'MI 
/been  It 
en
 Null, ill *Nye.



































 call Kent 
Vlautin  ...







































ion  rat Ill 
-,, ins rig

















































Swiss resort. a 
Norwe-







..a., I,. p 
,:,  
 ronstruction
 site in 

































Europe  to U. S. stu-
: 











 .':n -y, \OH 
inward  TRAVE.I. 
,.11 5\ is ts 
first 1500 
applicants.  































































Super DC 7-C Luxury Aircraft 
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has  I f ered 




 prior to this 
1,1 





 S113/1111 1%as 
th4. 









 king. Jim Wel-
ch -  














 Clara 22-5. 
Dan 
James  played
 effective golf 
against the Broncos, 
taking  medal-
ist honci.s with a 72. Garr Plato 
at, ! Andrakin 







Ft is.. :...tate 
and Arizona State 
a 




 beg in 
11th at Pasatiemixi  
Vroom  
ws ill enter a trash 
and  varsity dele-
gation into the Westerns. 
Is belts 
start 













 afterwards. ' 
hid. has been
 

















I PP  
It t. 
tor 
year's  Oh 
mph-  tiaines,  
is it 
01-
ersed tin K. it   
The students of  
business




































 The difference 
sh
 'U Id 
he
 reduced steutiing at 
Toky.,
 in 















 go again for 
the 
all-stars.












all-staiN will Is. San 
Jose's State's




Campbell.  After three 
Years of 
training,  while teachim 
In Japan, 
















 at Sao Paulo. 
Brazil. 







IN' on hand tomorrow.
 as will 
Makoto  Ohbayashi. til 
three  are 
national .t.tt' champs. 







Norona, Rich Ferreira, Rich Gib-
son and Larry 
Dodson  will start 
for SJS. 
Tickets
 are on sale toda) 
Student Affairs Business Olio,. 
Prices are 50 cents for 
ASI3 cant 






DOWN."  Rich 
Gibson (top) 
says
 to an obliging
 Bill 
Knabke. The 
two  judoists join 
fellow San Jose 
State black belts 
against 
Keio  University of 
Tokyo  tomorrow 
night











































































the.  sport. 
A 




































































































































































 to where scars 
no longer remain on my lungs." 
















out I If 
37 countries  in
 the 
,-iiieter tandem event. 




 Olympic trials, Jack
 in-













 nen. tee 
begin.
 
He trained diligently, having to 
raise his bicycle seat to accomo-
date










 the entire 
Olympics.  
Ile was the last 





Hallman pointed i.a ood 
cyclist can 
beat








 The S0,1, 
here
 is the mavic 
words












reed!) at him, %sidle the Sl.V.1111 









preserving  his 
strength."
 







:clay  races o; 
OW 7. 
man 
constantly  titles in tle 
position. 
while 
the  ot 
take 
turns at leading the 
',wk. 








 titan is saved for
 the 
,print lap. 
1952-53. Jack won state and 
championships in the jun-
ior division.
 
in 1956, he was a Cal-




 became a na-
ionfil 






 broke the nati..a... 
 ,...nainh
 
record  by 
four
 
ills cycling eNploits have tu 
Ire 
taken






















Min -meter  sprint 












reasons  are presently 
keeping  Hartman from
 rompetin
  














Jaek admits the 

























































































































 in  
ther
 







































Moil 1 tend 2. 
The St.
 Mary's 
tussles  will 
be
 











!IOW in the 















now  bein 




eil on the 
intramural board 
today.  





Itruh said, so managers 
all. requested




A total of 
1414 entries have.  
heen turnesi in 
for the intra-
mural free 




 first round 
free
 
throws either today or 
Mlontia), 
after first picking a 
score sheet 




 is alloned  
Ii 















Fir.t  round scot. 
signed by the 
participant 
,,t her contest:list, rnit of the sam-
oiganization.  







'arming with the 
second  1.-.i..1 
those remaining in 
compel
 It-








 played either Monday
 
., 
Tur.alay. Contestants shall 
/.heCk
 I he intramural























 0111 the 
Unit
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 Learn the  
-,,,ereb  





















































































































































































































and  Joe Neff. Moody  




with  the frosh team 



















































































































 styles to help you
 look 
your 
very best for special occasions. We can even cut 
your hair for non -special occasions  but who 













































































him,  and 







 for both 
of us." 










 Jose State's 
rehash
 
flu mon( of this 
of Who's Who 
on the 
West 




 and field 
scene. 
The Spartans 




strong  running con-
tingent
 that's competent in the 
sprints and strong
 on up to the 
two mile. 
Stanford counters with 
ir solid smattering
 of field talent 
and  a top hurdler.  
Oklahoma joins 
the  program 
which gets  hr 





Stanford  Stadium 
with 
field activity. Running 
follows
 
at 2 p.m. 
Tickets





$2 for the 
public.
 
"We need a win over Stanford 
,lear the 
path
 for a successful 




exactly  the same 
about












promineney by treating 
Oregon 
State   





 Bay Area. 
Now the 
two  aspirants chew 
away
 at each other. 








 the teething 
three 
ways. 








 at the very last 
minute, was 
given 
away by Dean 






 in the 
To 
counter













the key suspense 


































Franklin  and 
co -captain 
Joe running
 with the 
ease  he showed
 
Neff.
 will run 
in events 
other  than 
in the early

























 he can run far 
below 4:20. 
will
 stay right on 
his heels and 
"lie's  eapahle right 
1111W of a then
 outkick him 








said. MeCalla  will go 
in the 880. 
N 'II his 
el,wked
 a 4:14.6  mile, 
slims. 
he




 will run 


















 have run 
1:51.0 
rack, 
Neff  ran 


















Winter and Miller both
 feel team 





Jeff Fishback will follow 
Neff and a 




Murphy in a 1-2 
Franklin,
 a 







should hit  

















off Stanford's Paul 
good 











with  the state -
















Bob  Lovejoy conk I 




In Ken Dunn, Miller has a 
po-1
 
,  1, 
double
-run  (Russian 
tential
 decathlon star. ''The 
only '-
thing he 




The lonliest man, whenever the 
Spartans go to war, 
is Joe Ales- , 
sandrini, a hammer thrower. 








 a distance  almost  tho 








I 7, I 
feet. 
Allesandrini  III,. first
 barn -
Mel' man 













 champ, makes his 
outdoor
 debut this year against 














































skill  he held 
Apra  
and  4 in the 
women's 
flym.  The . 
tourney
 is 









 he in men's and 
women's singles and 
in mixed 
boobies.  Trophies will be aWar(111i 
a, first place 
finishers in all titters 
ilivisions,
 and to second place 
fin -




 may 1 
0) 'II PIM 11 
iS 
int





 :student Hairs  
TYPEA'HITERS 





I sill  1 
rrnendo 








ALL  LEGS is 
Stanford's  Larry 
Cortright,  en 
route  to a 14.5 
victory over San
 Jose State's 




 gets a return
 crack tomorrow























 spring football 
session 
will 





10 when coach 
Bob 
Titchenal























stunned  the 
ahlanil



















A flock of 












his  expressed 
































first loss of the 



























took  three 




























two, 6-0, 6-3 
SJS' 
No. 
2 man Gordy Stroud 
had  
his 
















































 in singles 
competition.
 







































 as San 






 But then, stars
-








































































 California Tuesday 
San Francisco 
State  Wednesday, 
and 













 Krikorian will 
defend 
his  Santa Clara County ten-
nis title 
Sunday when
 he meets 
Don Gale 
in the finals 
of the 
,s5unty
 tournament He 
and  Gale' 
'Oregon 
quarterback 
Bob  Berry. 
was  
especially impressive
 in his 
varsity 
dehut iraginst 






and set up 
another  smith his 
pin-








 f cosh units. vs-ris 
sye-catching
 



















surprise  in the 
alumni clash. Kellogg was the
 
garne's leading receiver with five 
catches 












sill be on ex-
hibit Saturday. 
Passing 0 hi z 
Rand 
Carter
 and fleet halfbacks 
Walt Robert and 
Jerry
 olletto 






 for starting berths. 
The line 
is sr"  
ked with a 
ond of return,7 "-nmen and 
7 'ansfer students Walt Eirsthrook. 
.:trry Hansen and  
Fred  Engel are 
!claming.  while Mike Elder t Hari-
nell I. Bob Kroll
 
i 
Oakland ) and 



























 eleven will 
pull more road duty  than home 
work
 next fall. The 
Spartans  play 
seven away and three 




 is on Sept. 
21 against 





























































entirely on spring 
football lately. 
which  could 
hamper his  
effective-
ness in the 
jumping 
events  






points  in 






















 in his first
 try 
at 
the event this 
year. 
Taylor,  






his shoulders. has some of 
his 
attention









Cortright  beat 
Taylor  at 
the Stanford Relays. The Indian 
has 
a 37.8 330 






 under the 
successful  
leadership  of 






 15 feet in 
Its,' pole
 
nault, N('. -'.A 
rh
 a in p 
Dave 
Weill  more than 
100 
feet  
in the discus and Steve ..treh 
has bettered









jump , 46 feet , and Dan Moore. 
presently













































































































































































































 of 33 







































 of San 




of the ',.. 
freshman players
 
in the nation 
yeAr,
 



















































Itt eVVIA )1111 
rart,z,  
Siartin































































































































































































































































1717 The Alameda 
Himel, Rooting Section Planning, 
'Mike Collins, Projects and 
Activi-









And, Sue Stacks, 
Rally 
Commit -
lee Organization; Sharon flatlet I 
and Joe Buehler, 
Selection  of Uni-






and Dick 'tomtit, Rally
 Committee 
Adviser, Rally Advisers' Discus
-
stun;

















































ing and song girl 




 will receive a certifi-
cate 01 merit for attending the 
convention.
 



























was also a 
sellout
 
tollowing  two 
days 
of
 sales on 

















































Dolls, articles on 
travel and a 






At Health Center 
The Student Health Service will 
raive tetanus. diptheria-tetanus, ty-
phoid -paratyphoid, smallpox anti 




and 4 p.m. in the Health Building
 
in
 presentation of an ASB card. 
Parental consent 
slips  are neces-
sary
 for students under 21. Forms
 
are available in 
1113105,  106 and 
201. Part-tinie students, employees 
and f 
aculty  members will tie 
'barged









iiii \wit under way for 






A t ull ' to the exploration of 
...,,,rnineii !sews management and 
'he press 



























Need Easter  ride 
 "I-
 - Wyc 










 green plaid 
raincoat  
; 22' -  
Riders wanted 
5 
b. 29 ' 
'26 
All worldly possessions 
- - -  
' -ea, men




 D. Cs-.  
/ 
mrr s E. Dept. 
Ride 
"rooted



















Starting  at 2:30 p.m.. 
a "Free-
dom of the Press" panel will lie 
held in ED100. 
Ray L. Spangler. 
publisher of the 
Redwood  Cit. 
Tribune, will moderate for a panel
 
made up of newsmen from the 
national, state and 
local levels of 
government reporting. 










 and present 
deputy attorney
 general of Cali-
fornia








 Mercury -News. 
The "Deadline 
Dinner" is sched-
uled for 7:30 p.m. 
and will be 
held at 
the  Spartan Cafeteria. 
The  
Hon. Ralph M. Brown,
 justice of 
the 





Brown,  who also 











press  freedom 
in California." 
The Brown 





























assembly  sings and 
plays 
trawl();









Deadline  to sign 
up for All -College
 
Badminton 
Tournament  is 5 
p.m.  
Women's  Recreation 
Amen:  
Tumbling.




























 professor of 











Third  and 







WRA  Council meeting 
in 
Women's  
Gym, 4:31) p.m. 
Tau Beta 
Society: 
Election  of 
new 

















































































































































































cookies  will 
CHICAGO
 























































































































are  now 
being
 held in 





















































 arts majors 
for  
sales positions.
 Males only, 
citi-
Air 




For Next Week 
Capt. Burl J. Weaver, Air Force 
officer selection representative. 
will meet in Adm234, 
with  inter-
ested students 
for personal and 
group interviews between 9:15 
a.m. and 
4:30 p.m. on Monday and 
Tuesday. 
Captain Weaver will discuss the 
Air Force Officer Training School 
,OTS1 which offers eligible male 
and female college graduates
 op-
portunities to earn 
commissions  
as second lieutenants
 in the Air 






Captain  Weaver will also an-
swer
 questions concerning the 
aviation 
cadet, nurse corps and 
medical  specialist corps programs. 
Appointments may
 be arranged 
through the college










ext.  2034. 
Information about the 
(YI'S pro-
eram may 


















Baker,  Air 
Force  





 in the big 



































are  cast in 
supporting
 roles. 




25 eeni - 




 st,,dent -recInd  





 5-6243 after 5:30. 
INSTRUCTION (14)  
1961
 Motor 
Scooter.  SO cc. 
$125/offer.:







 17 A -B, Econ I A -B. 253- 
   
2774 re  5 


































.  . nt end 
make
 dollars tn , 
..  
wanted.  
Kennedy.  Deo. B 
n San Jose 
Ca'ifornia. 
Binding -for 




























Robber  wet  
. CY 3-4260. 
















- Cs  
196-11:3P
 P. 









































































































































































































































management  and 
opera-
tions training
 programs and 
trust 
department 
training  programs and 
















sales positions. Males only 
and cit-
izenship requited. 
Gallo Wines All 
business  ma-
jors for 
sales leading to 
manage-
ment isisitions.





 of C lllll merle 
















Spartan Chi present- 'Sports 
Night" today. at 
Wiseli.ca 
Wilson  
Junior High at the corner of Grant 













 swimming, ping pong and 
a 
barbecue
 will be featured. 



























































































































 for a 



































 will be the enjoy-
able task of 
the  Spartan 




be held in rooms
 
A 
and 13 of the 
cafeteria at 4 
p.m. 
Thursday.
 Five finalists 
will be se-
lected. 
The queen and her two 
attend-
ants 
will  be selected at 
a final 
judging at 
7 p.m. Thursday, 
April 
IS.  in 1-11:1. 
The winner of 
the contest will 
be announced at 
the  Annual Mili-
tary Ball 
on April 26. The queen 
will  be presented
 with a 
bouqiiei  
of flowers and 
a $25 gift certifi-
cate front 
NIosher's. Her two at-
tendants
 each will receive
 a bou-
quet 



































































































































































































































































A    
i'itsileti
 
chapter  at 










































































































































































































































































 of the 




















































































 been a 
tradition























































































For  Salty Air 
And 
Swimsuits  
It. ST.VS IMIPATO 
Books and woolen sweaters 
are
 being east aside,  I surf-
boards and Ih.thing suits are 
taking their
 places. 
VIOD. mpring has 
sprung,  and 
Easter %mutton is just on the 
horizon, causing students to 
think le.04 of school work and 




 to that 
glo-
rious week %hen students 
ran 






gi.e the student a 
chance  to go 
home. But, 
an 
unual, 114 the h   
hungry student arri.es at the 
Ware Id his youth he will stay 
Just long enough for a quick hel-
l..  Thell the fun will begin
 with 
friends he hasn't Well for weeks. 
The eollegtate can't new 
why  
the
 instructor doesn't hold ela.w. 
outside.
 The classroom actually 
was noule for the purpose of 
storing desk and 
making
 the 
eallIptlf  presentable. The lawn is 
the place for claw.... 
With Santa Cruz 
net
 close and 
the weather so balmy. profs :ire 
enjoying  smaller chins,. these
 
du.... 'rep,









tend class, the teatime 
being 
taught Infeit likely is 1114 t 
foremost 
thought
 In his mind. III. 
prObilbb  Is 
thinking, "Look 
at 





I wonder if 
old  Charlie 
will he going
 to the beach 
this 
afterntionl
 Ile surely in 
lucky 
with MI more 
classes." 
The 









class and our 
avid 
Swath
 friend is 




door.  Ile daAhes 
to hi. ear 
and 


















AHOYAlong  with swimming, surfing, 
and 
water  skiing, sailing will be 
a popular sport 





ever, the Daily certainly doesn't recommend
 
sailing  a 
12 -foot 
catamaran
 in the 
backyard  
swimming
 pool like 
SJS coed Pat Carpio is 
doing. 
Boats  like these will dot 
the



























'Ad  Staff Gets the
 Bird' 










 alert obserser could trace its 
progress,
 












then leaped, catlike, across 
the 






 from the main editorial 
department  of the 
Daily. 






"A peacock?" quoth 
I.
 my voice shaking with 
emotion.  
"Yea, verily,"
 the voice 
emphasized,
 ''at least that's
 the scut-
tlebutt." 
As usual, when 
some interesting tidbit 
of information comes 
my
 
oay, my journalistic 
curiosity was piqued. 
Knowing full well that
 
a good reporter always
 checks out rumors, I 
leaped from my chair 
and trotted into the Ad Office. 
Sitting  there, calm, cool,
 collected and publicity
 hungry was 
Daily Promotion









Dave  is really a 
pretty good 
fellow, a veteran 
of
 the great Peacock 
Hunt, etc., but 
rather publicity hungry. 
George, 
baybee,"
 he said 
as
 I entered  the 
door, "you 
gonna  
Lse  my name in 
your  column 
tomorrow,




 I replied icily,
 shooting him 
my famous 
journalistically
 icy stare. 
"on whether or 
not you can 




 just name 
it."




 pulling a 




 bagged a 
Peacock,"  I 




 I said. "You
 know, one 
of those 
beautiful  birds 
for 
which we of 
the Spartan 
Daily long 
ago  named our 
special color 
edition,  which 
will
 be out on May
 7." 
"Oh," 
said  Dave. 
"Well,  we have
 found one,
 but you 
can't  print 
it 
yet. It's 
going  to be a 
surprise." 
"Gee, too
 bad," I 
said, "I was 
going
 to write a peachy
 wato 
column 














 err . . . when 
did you say it 














said. "I was 
going to 
write  how 
Dave  Bloom 
had  
worked  his 
poor fingers
 to the 
bone
 to plan 
the agenda 
for the 
birds so we 
could . . . err 
...what
 





smile  crossed 
Dave's face,
 as he 














"Bless  you, 
David," I 


















the only- padded bra in the world to pass the is -
it -me
 test of every woman's eye, touch, and ego.
 





with any padded 
bra you








































LONDON i I I 
Red China 
Is looking 
beyond  the Red bloc 
for economic supplies, 
apparent-
ly to free herself from depend-
ence on Sovist Russia. 
This 
intention
 has been 
spot-
lighted by the 
current visit to 
Britain of  Red 
China's vice min-
ister  of foreign trade,
 Lu Hsu-
chang, 
who  is touring British 
in-
dustaies 
in search of 
machinery,  
chemicals and
 even planes. 
This is a 
considerable  change 
from the days when 
Russia sent 
generous  supplies to her 
Com-
munist  ally as well as 
thousands  
of experts
 to build factories
 and 
advise 
Peking  on a variety of 
industrial problems. 
RI'SSIANS4
 00 HOME 
Russia 
supplies  have dried up 
in




 giants and the experts 
have been withdrawn or have 
been told to go. 
Coupled
 with bad harvests
 and 
ill-fated
 economic experiments in 




number of major industrial de-
velopment
 projects, according to 
reliable information reaching 
here.
 




Wanness  also ex-
tends to all 
appearances  to the 
field of external 
trade. 
Peking 
swallowed  its pride 
when  it had to look to the West 
 Canada
 and Australia -- for 
wheat supplies in the 
past year 
or 
two to ease the 
country's  
famine conditions. 
Now that the harvest has 
im-
proved, Red China's 
leadership  
is looking for industrial
 supplies, 
again outside the 
Red bloc, thus 
indicating t hey
 don't expect 
much help from 





But they have little to offer 
in exchange and are ostensibly 






 the range of 
goods
 which they can buy 
in the 
West is also limited. by the 
se-
curity embargo
 which prevents 
NATO allies from exporting 
strategic materials
 behind the 
Iron and Bamboo 
curtains.  
Experts in London 
believe
 the 
current Chinese soundings in 
Britain
 are in themselves a tell-
ing indication that Peking does 
not expect Sino-Soviet relations 
to return to what they used to 
be. Nor apparently does 
Peking  
want to revert to total de-
pendence on Russia and face
 the 
risks 
















 Twilight Concert 
7:00Special  
of 




8:15International  Report 









 class matter 
Apra 
24. 
1934, at Sc, Jose.
 
California,  un. 
der the art of March 3, 1879,  Mem-
ber California Newspapers Publishers 
Association. Published daily by 
Asso-
ciated Students of San 
Jose  State 
College except Saturday end 
Sunday,
 
during college year. Subscription cc. 
cepted only on a remainder -of -mimes. 
ter basis. 
Full  academic 
year.
 
$97  each 




 4-6414Editorial  
Ext, 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Adver-
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hours 1:454:20 p.m., Monday through 
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 yet know not lung
 of 
the pluyty 
right who gave 
us that 
play or his pulpit'', in 
creating 
his work of art. 
This 
is indeed a pity and a 
mis-
justice to 
the playwright, and 
more 
Si)
 to the audience. A 
knowledge crf the 
author's mo-
tives 




play  and how it per-
tains 
to the individual viewer. 







(it Hedda Gabler. 
Many 




as the most significant 
playwrisht










































































































































 THE ART 
GALLERY  on 
campus
 is the above 
picture by 
Grandma Moses, just 
one of the 25 paintings
 on dis-
play by 
American  artists. Below is a 
painting  entitled "The First 
Catch"  done in brilliant 
color and featuring 
the  large eyes (but 
not done by the Keanes!)
 that is also part of 
the  touring show. 
The Gallery and pictures 
in the Art Building halls may be 
viewed 
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. each 
weekday
 and from 1-4 p.m. on Sun-
days.  The showing will be on 
campus


































































































































































































































































































and  the 
side 
of










 to be a 
dominant
 person 
and  control 













comes  to a 
tragic. 
downfall. 
Of course, the 
consequences  of 
her 





in which she is 
forced to 
live
 and so she chooses 
to live and practice hypocrisy.
 
George  Bernard 
Shaw wrote 
that "Hedda Gabler
 has no ethi-
cal ideals at all, 
only romantic 
ones. She is a typical
 nineteenth-




 ideals which 
do not impose 
on her and the 
realities she has
 not yet discov-
ered. The
 result is that though 
she has imagination, and an in-








witIt  plenty of cleverni-s inert.ty, 
and personal fascination." 
The mean, envious, insolent, 
cruel Hedda is  so convincing and 
frightening that the play be-
comes  important for its 
charac-
terization as well as its 
social 
































































































































































































































































































































































































their  new 
house  



































 it polit'e work. 
They don't all become patrol. 
men,
 either. S.IS 
graduates
 have 
worked on the Secret Service's 
White 

















 as police 
advisers  in 
Iran, 


































































































































































































a West Coast 
Premiere
 
of Ben -Hair-Ills -Capriccio for Piano and Orchestra.- Miss Mari-
lyn Beebe will be the featured piano soloist. 
The  concert, held 


















 a full-fledged 
,,shestra  



































































some  are 
lormer
 











































































 their playing 













Dr.  Walters explained 
that because of 
this interest, the 




to "provide the performers as 
well as the audience a wide vari-
ety of the very bost in the sym-





which will be a lead line to 
measure other 





ing Tuesday and Wednesday  eve-
nings












t premiere of 
Ben-
Haim's "Capriccio for 
Piano  and 


































council; and Glenn 
Norrish,
 



















of the college 
is 
very  good." 
JUriD HAS 
IT!

































































































 SCOOP NECKS 













































































in a row. "We have many people 
in the community who came to 
this bay area expressly because 
it is a center 
of
 the musical arts. 
These persons take a keen inter-






is presently the 
conductor  






the  California Musical 
Educators Association. 
Dr.  Wal-
ters has been on the 
faculty for 
15 years and has








Not  SJS? 
Study clubs would never go 
over at a college. Exams and 
term papers require enough 
studying
 
to satisfy the 
cravings  
of any normal individual in this 
direct ion. 
However, how often does the 
student hav,
 a chance to 
make 
use of his inexhaustible 
store 
of 
knowledge  in a pleasant man-
ner?




opportunity  to exhibit 
what







for this reason 
that
 the 
University  of 
Kansas  and 
other  
Co lleges 
and  universities 
throughout
 the
 country have in-






after  the 
television






























of the San 
Francisco State opera "Le Coq 
d'Or" 
are scheduled tonight and 
tomorrow in the main auditori-
um 
at 8:30 p.m. 
The presentation is the sev-
enth annual production of opera 
by the college. "Le Coq d'Or" 
has not been heard in the Bay 
Area in nearly eight years. 
Direction is by Rue 
Knapp,
 
Assistant Piofessor of Music, 
who has staged the college's 
operas winning national acclaim 
since 1958. The choreography is 
directed by Anatol Joukowsky 












seats  must,  he 
reserved.
 Ps ices 
are $2.00 for the
 center section. 
$1.50 for the sides. The box 
of-
fice 
phone number is 
Ji  7-7171 
Segovia, Istomin
 
Slated  for 63-64 





min are among the performer, 
already hooked by the Spartan 
Programs Committee for the 
1963-64 season. 
Segovia will appear on campus 
next spring semester. and Isto-
mM will appear in the fall. 
Other performers already 
booked include: Rao and Com-
pany, Indian Dancers; Orchestra 
San Pietro of Naples, a 21 -mem-
ber chamber music group; the 
New York Woodwind Quintet: 
Suzanne Bloch, lutenist 
anti
 
player of the virginal; and Zaha-
lets,  the 
renowned
 harpist. 
Other performers being consid-
ered by Spartan Programs Com-






and Elaine, Shelly Berman, and 
Grrvory  
Spring  arrives . 







to the parties 
and proms ahead. 
That's the signal
 fro 
us to unveil our 
beautiful
























































 musicians and 
modern  
dancers
 for a 
program  
centered on "loneliness." 
Any performing artist 
who  is 
Interested
 in 






 'rhe program will 
be 
entitled  "Loneliness  
in Mod-
ern American 
Theater" and is 
tentatively 
scheduled to o pe n 
April 27. 





 American drama. 
We hope to suggest that even 
though man is 
frustrated  and 
often destructive and self-pos-
sessed,
 he also maintains hope 
and visions for better things to 
come," stated Silver. 
He went on 
to add. "We will 
Indicate 
this by creating through
 
modern dance man's need 
for 
self-respect and pride in 
himself
 
as a human 
being.  The program 
will 
consist
 of a joint dramatic 
narrative 
integrated  with music 
and modern dancing on the 
theme of loneliness." 
On Saturday at 8:30 p.m,  
the 
theater will be having a 
benefit 
to 
raise funds for its coming sea-





 Gate Ave., 
the Punjab Folk Dance 
Troupe 
of India will 
be retail! ed. 















































 and we 









































 should be able to attend 
at 
least
 one and get 
reason-
ably excited 
about  it. 
Of the 
seven  







and "The Magic 
Flute"  
are the most well 
known.









the firs! written bj 
Offenbach
 
and  the 
latter by 
Bartok.
 Both will be 
sung in English. 
Performances are 
in the San  Francisco War 





just  across the 
street  
and 
the bus depot 
three 
blocks  away 
The  train is out of the question unless
 you use 







and  $4. The 
two  least 
expensive  
are located in the balcony, which is very satisfactory as accoustics 
are A-ok. The tickets may be gotten from 
either the San Francisco 
or San Jose 





















 what a tre-
mendous performance
 the Opera Company puts on. Not wanting 
to harp too heavily on the trite phrase
 about this age of technology, 






ilaneing  or the 
opera. 









forget  the Art 
Sluo.- in the halls of the Art 
Building. 
The pictures are all 
:,y American artists represent-
:mt. the many different
 schools 
thought. Shown at the left 
one of 






!  n ypica I baseball 
`1, I 











done by artist 
Byron 

































cotton ... select blue 

































































 Savings Announced 





21:$73 less II?  
dividend.  or


















chrriderld,  or  net 
of $212 
$10/20.000 Sordily Injury 
librlirr:
 $5,000 

















 for 1..1,1 infor-
mation to George Caroobell,
 
California Cs, . 1385 Th. 


























 to Ihe 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































t (43 model 

















































































park  will 
open 
full  time 
in 











































earned  hint 
a 
promotion
















































































































































































































































































































































ride,  %shore 
one
 cm ride in 
3 5 
scalo 

























and (1.1, .. 
'(laiP 
 ..ir in !nine
 cars, 33 
It ...tamed on Page
 161  
Now 










Venus  Ez.ersharp 
Cartridge 
Fountain  Pens 
Buy the
 one that fits the 
pen you own and the pen 
you may get or 
borrow.
 
Washable  Blue, Wash-
able 
Black,











for 394 or 8 























































































































Dump  them together
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of the river made 
Ili..
 wheels turn,"











WOMEN'S SPRING FLATS 
at Factory 
Prices  




 of styles 
that you 
may  choose 







47,9 SO. MST ST. 
Downtown Son Jose 






































 share of 
qulity  
climeingup











































































to 6 P.m. 
FISH  TAGGING 
The baskets 
were
 lifted up and 
the fish fell 















office, and a $1 
reward
 offer for 
each  tag returned
 
















 ten eart 
tag eorre-
%ponied





noted  length. 
iden-
tifying
 marks, and 
approximate  
age 
(which  Is 




fish  was 
tagged" 
Vargas explained.




 they continued on 
their migration 
route up the river. 
Why
 




















 returned to spawn
 after four 
years
 in the 
































tion destined to change not 
only 
the 














slaek-ankled  or 






 to a mere
 society column? The 
reason





would  have the courage, integrity 
or 
general lack of sense 
ne 
.ontroversial  advocacy. 
As 














desk,  when his eyes 
close slowly and 
leeturers  become sud-
denly fond 
of
 talking in ancient Sanskrit. 
What 
better




women will become more 
altentiVe and the men 
will
 










 at  
elsewhere.
 
For a professor in 
bermuda
 shorts is no longer 




is a man. 
ENGAGEMENTS 
Tslarylue Carmichael, 
senior  elementary education 
major  
from 
Sunnyvale, to Laurie 
Tempson,  sales employee', from 
Los Alto-. Tlimr 
wedding date has been set  fur June 29. 
Suzy 
Peter, junior interior decoration  




 Scott Jr., tiers Mg with the
 
Air 





Charlotte Stengele, senior accounting major 
from Mountain 




















Maureen Madigan. sophomore psychology 
major at Dominica'  
College,
 from 
Oakland, to John Metesser, Sigma 
junior  indi,strial  
technology major from Milbrae. 
Terry Sue Hay, sophomore 
physical  education major from San 
Carlos, to John E. Gaumer, 
Lambda  Chi Alpha. sophomore conser-
vation major i'mm Red Bluff. 
PINNINGS 
lin,k 
nearly  two months to 




Della  Gamma, 
freshman  art major from 
Palo Alto
 








 taken each 
year by 
the







Sharon  Duty, junior 




.t,tween fish catch and the
 
eon-
 West, Sigma Chi, junior accounting and 
pre -law major from 
imy of the village. Hence




Genie Laisne, Alpha Omicron Pi. sophomore commercial - 
m 
Vargas 





















the country, trav-' 
Ofkrfll  Pugh, sophomore
 medical technology 
major  from 
pled
 by outboard
 skiff tip 
the river, 














Susie Moore, sophomore at San Jose City College. 
fro.  
Jose, to John 
Mack,  Theta Xi, junior 
business  major 
from 
supplies  were flown in
 
to
 them by Hollywood.
 
hush plane about 
every two weeks.
 
Pat Deicing. Sigma Kappa, sophomore
 home economics ma..  
"And we 




from Manhattan Beach. to 
Terry












Phi  Beta, sophomore 
education  
ma..  
A short-wave radio 
enabled
 them 
from San Jose, to 
Marty Wool. Sigma No, senior 
business mana_ii 







from  Moraga, 
in case of emenTency.
 "Boat and 
Nancy Simpson, Chi Omega. 




the only means of 
from San Lorenzo, to 







 San Lorenzo. 
getting into this area,  he said.
 
Sharon
 Andrews, sophomore business industrial
 man:."
-
major from Oceanside. to Jack Proctor, Pi Kappa Alpha, jun.
major from San Jose. 
Carol
 Wallace, senior elementary education 
major  frem 
Oaks, to Dave 
Ilarshbarger, Phi Sigma Kappa.






Phi  Epsilon 
frateimity'
 













 and objectives for 
'both the Sig 












 Sea used 
the.
 The























further up the 














months' of competition. The  
five
 
inn in Vancouver, British Columbia, 
finalists are: Jody Kaiser, Judy 
officials were really con- Brewingion, Carol Fuller. 
Julie 
mme.d," Vargas reported. "If too, Wilson and Pat
 Schultz. 
many fish were taken out by the 
DELTA SIGMA PHI 
Russians and Japanese there 
would  







 was the; 
only way the natives made their' 













Data from both the
 fish -tagging 
project and the
 subsistence survey 
were  written up and submitted by 
Vargas to the 
head  area manage-
ment
 biologist for the Arctic Kus-
kokwim
 Area. The 
findings  were 
The Delta 
Sigma Phi Pledge 
Dance  will be held tonight at the, 
Sakura
 Gardens in San 
Jose.  'Ph.. 
theme for the dance
 will be or.. 
ental and surprise 







9th Summer Session 
7 week session: July 8  August 21, 
1963 
10 week session: June 17. A opted 24, 1963 
Division of Political Arts 
Comprehensive programs for upper division
 and grad-
uate 
students  combining I undament al courses I Theory Itf 
History
 
or Factors in Social 
(ii 
surge  














ision of Languages & Cis  






























 16 JJJJ 1101. Instnectben  





























































1-'1 'ILI:SIT% rri N! 
. 
ini11.  1101 loch 
ru 
II!, 
















































 lower section. raising,  
iihich  
siecurs 
sn every Ilit 
From 
there 




 your taste buds been 






Why deny yourself this el-
egant thirst quencher? For 
only 15c even 
Dante  would 
have 




Corner of Ist 






















 Si, pi)I 
Co.
 
































 I hour 250  Additional 
hour  
13¢ 

















Small repairs mode while
 you're in classes  
Tires,
 tubes, batteries, 
etc. 
4TH 




all 7 filter 
brands  and 
you'll  agree 
some 
taste  too strong 
others 








































































































president  of 
Ichikawa 
FOREIGN  CAR 






























 produced just 100 
at 





export  luxury items as well 
the 
wide  
range  of 
lower- 
priced 






The  Japanese inventor
 spent 
nearly eight years perfecting the 
Ii liter'. 







 'mate with the
 climate. It op -









vapor that ignites the mo-




















































Bemiurla  shorts. sunglasses anti 










to Dr. Duncan 
E.
 Williams, associ-























years  of teaching 
at the 
University  of Wisconsin. He 
settlad in the 
Palo Alto area and 
his 




 of an FL0O0  
square foot ice-skating rink. 
Knrean  
as the Winter Club, the 
rink was constructed in 1956 as 
an experiment to find the feasi-






















is another reason Dr. 
Williams  










 of people infiltrating California 
tr.orn the East, individuals 
who  
have enjoyed ice skating most of 
their lives  and who would miss 
it in the 
ice -free Golden State. 
Dr. Williams undertook the proj-
..et 
himself,  feeling that eventually 
there would be a market for this 
type of recreation in connection 
with
 pools, tennis courts, 
and 
ather 
municipal facilities, as 
is 
lone in the 
East.  
Experience over the past SIN 
years has shown that it is feasible 
I,. keep the ice in skating 
condition
 
despite the state's usually mild 
weather. By varying the tempera-
ture of the salt brine in the re-
frigerating pipes, it is 
passible  to 
maintain a grad  skating surface 
in all 
kinds  sit 
weather.  
"An 
outdoor  rink is es -en more 
feasible 
than
 back East, as a mat-
ter of fast. W drin't have 
to 
worry about sub-freezing tempera-




















 fun -filled week -end 
it -1;  
















service  to ski areas 
Mead-
 wt)
  dancing and 




















 for groups 






 call the 
San 
Jose Box Office   
CY 5-0888 
feet and is 10 per cent
 bigger than 
the skating 
rink
 at Rockefeller' 
Center. About
 40 per cent of the 
area is
 
under an overhang and
 is 
snow fence on the 
windward  
side  




When asked how rain affectr 
the 
riperation, Dr. Williams re-
plied,
 "It just doesn't rain that 
much.  We only 




 and on half 
of these 
the 
amount  falls in 
.jUst
 a couple 











preceding  a 
storm when 













































































































































































































































































































































































 is to 
call time.
 
hut  in 
Japan
 you 












































































































 a lot more to 
the  
place 




















































built  for 
comfort.
 
Al least they 
weren't
















































arranu.d.  here el.o. can 






































































nature.  and 


















was wearing a dusty,
 light-
colored






 man with 
his two sons 
walked 
up












 some customs and 
ways of 
life he observed in Japan. 
as: 
People








 control and 
, child -rare prografT1S. 
Many Nipponese in the 
rural 
'areas 
didn't  have bathing facilities, 


















































































 Valve Job 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































Star for you? See 
for


















































































































































































































































































































Sigma Chi" to 




 for "College 
Standards"  
on Capitol...and
 be sure to look 
for  the Lettermen in concert on 
your campus. 

























































are  a busy ele-
ment  
















































dresses  by 
young  women. 
- 

































Peter Chong. Spetial 
Agent  
Leader of the Month 
Last month,
 our successful 
colleague 
led this Agency 
in
 
sales. As a State Mutual spe-
cialist, he's well equipped
 to 
assist you in 
planning  a sound 
financial future through life 
insurance. 
PETER H. CHUNG 
SAN JOSE AGENCY 
2062 Forest Ave. 
San Jose












































































































































































































 there," commented Mi-
nako
 !yenta, 





































War  expel iences. which she 
',members
 vividly. 
"During  the 
war  
we 





fact, we were 
pretty 
comfortable  










from  the north. 




















except  to 
ssalk
 south. We dug
 potatoes and 
I'' 
them
 raw, sleeping on the
 















to remain in one! 
place,"





decided  we hail to 
escape. 
as we had rut house 
nor any in-
come.  
"He manased to get a little sail-
boat from a Korean: three farni-
lies got into 
that
 boat and we. 
sailed for three nights. We were 
stopped 
twiee  by the Korean po-1 
lice and we met one strwm. 
"We finally 
reached  the 38th 
parallel, and later took another 
boat
 to Japan. We eouldn't be-
lies, what ts, saw. There were no 
houses













mother  now has a 
washing 
machine
 and a 
television.
 
She is so 
grateful and
 SD very 
happy." 




attended  a missionary high 
school 
and later entered a 
mis-
sionary
 rollege for oni year. 
SIII  
attempted to stet into 
one  of the 
Tokyo  
unisetailies.  but tailed 
the  
ent anti' 1:1111. 
_10 
Y.s1 Iscc  
 
work. 






 to pass 
her 



































































Club  of 
San  
Bernaidino  










































































































that it is 
























































































 111/111 1,11.10 













 will As 








 San JOSS.- State. preparations were 
begun  tor this She tound one where 
she e0111 
1/11111.1US
 IleX nionth when 
I lie 13th 
sear's  session. 
annual


























 days the 
















































































































Jose  for a long, long time. 
elevators,












The Civic Auditorium will suit -
York. 
1111.  
U.N.  headquarters 
in 


























































This may explain why many col -
testes and universities seek to be 
hosts for the Mtn's: Session, the 
only one of its kind in the 
world.  
I How did it come about that SJS 
I received
 the honor this year? 
o 
Three years ago the SJS delega-
tin 
headed by Samuel 
Obregon,
 
etary-general for 1963. began 
selling the idea of bringing the 
MUN 
to SJS and the city of San 
Jose  






Then, with their 
cooperation and 










or April 15 
tons


















to have crept into the Li-




































wife on April 15, 
the  day after 
Easter. 




she received her 
M.A.
 in library science at the Uni-
versity of Washington. She 
also
 
attended Simmons Univeisity 
in. 
Boston,  Mass. 
She 
is vonnectecl  
with the 
humanities division and 
this
 is her second year at SJS. 
' 
Altenof comes from Pittsbuigh. 
Pa.,  where he was graduated with 
an 
M.S.  in library science 
at the 
1niversity of 
Pittsburgh.  Ile also 
attended the Carnegie Library in I 




















N C cidti, 
milk sou 
brouelit







milk left by /14-11.11'
 















































 1,1 1.11. 
//1,1,1  
11111/11.
 /  
 
1'0,4,11






















proside a filter   ' 
salue" Just 
wi,.  




1. I lame 
; 
which
 was held at the University 
of 
Oregon,






"Thanks to the Chamber of Com-
I They will be married in 
Lawn -
view, Wash., where parents
 of the , 
bride-to-be 
reside.
 They plan to re-




 Joyce Backus. I 
merce  



























 Ideal Living Conditions in a 
Stimulating Environment
 
















    














































































































































































STORE FOR MEN 
Downtown,

































on lean, natural 
lines 







anN:  Green 
 oil, 
11(oNffr  



















 sr, s 



























 %RT % 































































































































































































RON BOTTI N I 
In 





















 with the four 
di-
rectors




Established in spring 
of last 
year,  the program serves as a co-
ordinating link for the IS student 
.iommittees and boards and the 














('triter better communication, to 
encourage greater committee ef-
ficiency and to serve as general 
stimulators of committee activity.; 
Veers  does not believe 
the pro-
imam is in operation on any
 other 
college or 
university  campus. 
The four 
directors  are Don Car-
roll,  









Coontz,  the direc-




the broad aspects 
of 
committees



































































































Nv eers actitod 
that the program 
shows  committee members that 
they 


























to council recently 
revealed  that 
all 














sir reports we 
tell the 
ASB 



















 do our 
best to 






























 play in 













program,  Carroll said, 
"They used 
to look at us 
as if 









 t ion between
 






















What  about the 











even more  effective






































proud  of 
our  new shop 
Come






















ON MAJOR GAS 


































Weers,  ASB 













committees.  Directors are 




















 stalagtites, and fall-




and excitement as 
well as the hurro pack ride. The 
remaining ride is one of the favor-
ites for the old and young alike 
the carrousel. 

















art gallery. Shoe 
and 
Spike  Hamburgers, Dapper Dan's 
lee 
Cream




stated Hutton, "in a short 
time a hat shop will open where
 











free to the 
pt blic. 
co.
 la nee :it the k 
°:iries. comments
 






'proximately 3,000 to 
7,000 pc,:;-  
















 I- , 
As to the  
age  span 
usuallv
 









 get as 
many  chil-







































































































































































































































Are  . 


































































 OF OE N 
FA 
EST 



























































































 tail  
















































































































 some of 
his  fellow 
students  where 













many  ways, it is 
not  unlike 
some
















 were taking a 
tour of the 
modernistic
 Santa Clara 
County 





none  other 
that.  







 the five -year
-old 
1.,eility.






























begin graduate work even 
though ! 
I he must attend SJS
 during lunch ! 
hours 
and  evenings. 
Geary interrupted 
the  tour of ! 
fellow 
students
 at the jail to say ! 
that the worst thing that men 
can  
!do to his fellow man 
is






decisions affect the daily 
uses
 of 
340 prisoners, the 
gentle  spoken 
but firm 
Geary is quick with a 
quip without being sarcastic, seri-
OUS 













 ins I,   
about




























 to Geary 
are used as 
little 
as 
possible  and 
tor not 




 stood by 
the  wind,,w, 
and 












 tanks came next.
 





















































































tears ago and 
is
 ! 
E Santa Clara and 1.15th: 
in 
'iowned

















































who's in love. 
The 
beginning






 in the 5 
o'clock
 












overhanging  the tail, 
and then 
they come to:.
 tunnel ... 
-The 
Lion- also features 
Capu-
chine,  a nuidel and actress 
p r e y o u s l y
 seen in "Walk on the Wil 
Side." The pieture is also in eolo.. 











a coffee date try

















NEW YORE CUT 




Week end morning 
meal problem,
 with our 



















































































tasy and revolution, opens in Ma-
: tines' Theater at Mason 
and Sutter 
Sts. 






Workshop,  is 
seheduled  
for a four -week run 
on 
 
Wednesdays 1 h r o it g 
h Sundays 
nightly and 
Saturday  matinees:. 
Genet's
 play,  written in 
the 
1950's. ran for 
more  than two 
years  
in New 







portrayals  of 
man's  despair 
and 
loneliness  
are set in the 
worst  
of 




himself,  is a 
convicted
 
French  criminal 
saved from life 
imprisonment in 















































































































































































































































ber, will play tlw 


















 at the 







will begin itt 8 p.m., 
in 
TH16. Members





ing to assist 
any student who has 
a question about
 any aspect of 
guitar 














 DELICATE CONDITION" 




























"TERM OF TRIAL" 
south scree, 
-GIANT.. 
"TERM OF TRIAL" 
';ARATOGA r!, 
14502 Big 









 PAPA'S DELICATE CONDITION 
394 
Sortli First 















Alive  on the Screen in Stark 
Realism!
 
"WAR and PEACE" 
Audrey 
Hepburn








r ja VA PAZ iW. /.Cs 































 Each time 
you 
come
 to STUDIO THE-
ATRE thereafter, and present
 your Discount 
Ticket,  you 
will  be 
admitted  for 90¢ instead 
of 
$1.25.
 Your savings will be 
35;
 













































moments  of 
claustrophobia
 and a 
click of the 
camera was
 
at by fellow 
student 




















































with  the 
college  

























set  vice. 










































 to fell 


















































Bank  in Los 
Ange-
les. will be 
interviewing  graduatim: 
seniors









































tVednes.lay.  April 
3. 
ASH committee director















e the committee 






















 college seniors and grads .5., 














. . . 
Exclusive






z, . .. Deposits deferred until k 
$ 
1 uu dre out of 
school  ; 
Fidelity Union 
















































Imparted  Pipes 
and Tobaccos 
* Meerschaum and 
Calabash Pipes 
* Smokers Accesories 
* 
Complete  Stock 
of Magazines 
-fr Barnes & Noble 
College
 Outline Series 
urvives
 











































































serves as a co-
 
on 
the progress and or problems 
ordinating
 












boards  and 
the 
ports








 that all 


















































 believe the pr 
Jzram
 is in 
operation  
on

























are  a tremendous 
provir 
czmound where the broad 
aspects 
committees can 
be seen with e. 
treme  














 he added. 
Another 
benefit
 of the prograt 






































 Come in and see it! 
IDA'S
 
TUXEDO  RENTAL 
O 
S 



















credit  cards 
CY 5-8968 

























today  and 
try our 
Fountain 
Specialities . . . 
 
Delicious  super sundae 
  Giant hotdogs 














































mi.,  there is a 
Tropic  of 
Capricorn,  










































are  nervier! 

















the .  
of 

















la Grange, who lcd 
South Africa's
 first 
expedition  7.. 
the deep-frozen  
south. La Gran.... 
handed 
the 
























































swore  he'd 


















beard  and a 








pledge  and 




 on one 
occasion 
wearing a 




there  are those 
who claim it was

































an-i Ha- P;3-10 
hutsNlerley  
Hofbrau Rand 




31 So. Market 
 CY 7-2002 
al'. irkSr- i 1111, 
*,Vi''t.ja-ee-k-k-kk.s  8 
e 
PLAY 18 HOLES OF GOLF 
IN 2% HRS. 
ON NORTHERN CALIFORNIA'S ONLY 







a Rancho ()elide 
Coll Course and 
Driving  Range 
Weekday student green lees 51.25  
S minootri from Civic Center 
 1 mile East on McKee Road etwortiusa 
2142 
McKee  Road 
CI. 1-1143 














* REASONABLY PRICED 
* IN PERFECT TASTE 











17 AT N. 10 PHONE
 
298-5000  
HENRY'S WELCOMES SPRING 















the  world would 
fail  
to recognize the
 actor in modern
 me -
dress.
 But he is his
 old self these 
days,
 looking unkempt and
 liking it. 
The truth of 
the matter is 
that
 
Big  Chuck has gone 
hack  on his 
promise





 In George Ste-
vens' mighty "Greatest
 Story Ever 
Told," shooting in Wahweep.
 Utah. 
In the 




a fraction of a 
degree
 
warmer than the 
inside  of a glacier. 
And Heston recalls his adven-
tures in Utah 
with  a shiver. 
"As John the Baptist I was
 re-
quired to stand in the Colorado 
River baptizing
 a bunch of actors," 
Heston said. 
"Because  Mr. Stevens 
Is a perfectionist the scene
 re-
quired
 many hours and many 
days.  
"Need I tell 
you  that the Cola 
rado in December is 
about as cold 
as water can get? For 
three  weeks 
I wore as much wool underwear as 
possible to 
keep from freezing to 





"I'm sure the Jordan River of 
old was much 
kinder."  







 make him a nat-
oral 
for Biblical epics. After "The 
Ten 
Commandments"  and such 
non  - Biblical but ornate historical 
linos as 
"Ben










costume  picture 
! Why, 
then, "The Greatest Story
 
I:1.er Told"? 
'Because George Stevens asked' 
na. to play
 the role," 
Heston  said 






the part. I stopped hint 
after 
a minute and said, "I'm
 al-
ready
 sold, George.' 
Movies  are a 
director's
 medium. and 
Mr. Stevens 
has few equals and no 
peers


































































































 the library 
Heston 
nOW
 is resigned 
to star-. 





 every two 
years or so, 
prefer-
ably set in an 
era that will
 allow 






 film is "Dia-
mond Head."




 clean-shaven and 
wardrobed








one, he is at 




really been a 
change of pace 
for
























 a line after 6 p.m. 
 Open 24 Hrs. 




































































































































































































































































































































 the corner 
out find
 it 
pleasant and re -
retiring  
to 
















































































































































involves  a 
e who 













 of a 













































son -and -dance 
story 
of 








 of the Nobles" 
will 
S
 be included in the 
performance  of 
pring 
the San Jose 
Symphonic  Band 
, when it appears 
in the James 
Lick High School 
auditorium Tues-
day  at 
8 p.m.
 
The performance is sponsored 
by 




 a dedication to the in-
strumental music 









some 50 years ago.
 
The play, 
one  of Broadway', 
biggest smash
-hits  in 1961, involves
 
an aggressive
 girl who is 
determ-
ined to find 










Theater  are: 









April  6. 
"Carousel,"
 also April 6. 
For




2 and 5 or 7 and 9 
p.m. daily. 




















Where  he Wolk 
recently. 
They 
Were  faSeitialed 
eases  they %%We
 a little 
y 
In many ways, it 
Is
 not unlike 
some of 
the college 
residence  halls 
It has dorms 
with television. radio, 
and
 hooks and 
a dining hall.
 
But there is a 
difference.  The 
students 
were taking a 
tour









 was none 
other than 
Geary,  who 















April  28 the 
Rosicrucian Art Gallery will be 
displaying
 paintings by Berkeley 
artist 
Peter  Bios. 
The Egyptian Museum, located 




Rose  Gardens, en-
compasses the Art Gallery, and is 
open from 
10 to 5  on the week-
ends. 
Blos has become well known for 
his portraits
 and has previously 
pus 
Art  Gallery. 
Born in 
Munich, Germany. Bios 
studied at the 
Academy of Fine 
Arts and later attended art school
 
in Paris. He came to California 
in 1931. 
In 1937 he made many trips to 
the Navaho and Hopi Indian reser-
vations in 
Arizona  to paint 
and 
also 
did photographic and print-
making work. 
Following World War IT he 
turned to pottery
 and jewelry, 
especially the 





and portrait painting 
in
 Lafayette' 




 Symphonic Band, 




April  30. 
years ago,
 is also. 





in Morgan Hill on  
After
































Artist teachers for the 1963 
Summer 
Session of the Music 
Academy of the
 West in Santo 




rector. The session will 
open
 




Martial  Singher, distinguished 
recitalist, operatic baritone and 
teacher, will conduct Master 
(lasses in 'The Art of Song In-
terpretation"  and "Opera 
Scenes."
 
Artist singers of the academy and 
!he Academy Symphony Orches-
tra, Maurice Ahi.avanel conduct-
ing, will





 direction.  
Three 
public




Academy Orchestra at 
the Lohero 
Theater  on a 
Summer
 






struments  and 
com posit ion -har-
mony 
theory are 




























He does not 
intend  to stop,
 























 the jail to say 
that the worst






fellow man is to 
put  him 
lin jail. However, esen though
 
his 
!decisions affect the 
daily Ikes of 
340 prisoners, the gentle spoken 
, hut 







without being grim. 
FULL TREATMENT 
The 
visitors,  all journalism
 ma. 






and  his 
feelings  
about being a criminal.
 
A 


















cells,  which ac-
cording
 to Geary are 
used as little 
as 
pussable and 















tanks  came next. 
They




 most modern 
9 hole golf course 
cto Only Lighted 
Golf  





students and faculty 





* 1 -bole golf coon* * 
nelnlafor  golf 
* 


























a.m. Co 8 p.m. 
S.C. 7 a.m. 
Co
 7  p.m. 
Sun. It a.m.



























Come in for dinner tonight
 or phone for
 free delivery 
Open Sun,Thers.
 'tit 10 p.m. 956 Park Aw.. 
Fri. 
and  Sof. 'HI 2 a.m. 293-1101 
-V ot-)1. oil* 

















B -B -Q Beef Sands 5.70 





 Ital;a, 13.ea, And 
;nc'ude  Fries 
LUIGI'S 
BARBECUE 






Ft N ALL WEEKEND! 
Swing Along


























































luckily  for Bob 
it was






claustrophobia  and 
a click

















 ,n the United
 States is 







 Ca:: .1 
will 
visit San 




























































careers  requi 
, 












special date. So 
spe-
dial, 




































 of Security 
First 











businesa t  
ministration economies and flame, 
in Building
 X. 2,o: S 
Ninth 
day Vedni 












For colleg seniors and 
grads 
... 



































































339 S. 1st St. 










* Meerschaum and 
Calabash Pipes 
* Smokers Accesories 
* 
Complete  Stock 
of Magazines 




























































































































































The  four 
directors

















 are a tremendous 
pnwin:
 
,..und where the broad aspects o 
....mmittees
 can be seen with ex 
treme 
insight.  "My pride is to se 
the operation of these eomunitier 








 the program 
tr"..0094 
IDA'S




































and  see 
it) t 






































 cone, ms 
"t he recognition of ha rd -working 
individuals other than chaii men 
who supervise
 the committee 
structure." 
Weirs added that the pnigram 
shows committee members that 
they are not isolated. "Through 
the program. committees are given 
a direction."
 Veers said, 
livety six weeks the directors 
present reports to Student Council 
on the progress and or 
problems  
of their respective 
committees. 
Re-
ports presented to council recently 
revealed that all committees were 
, in high gear and no prominent 
Iproblems

















































































































































































lune asked as this 
question 
%shell 
vou aisited the 
Straat  Hat: 
-1. hat', the 
difference 
between  Pizza 
anil any 
other  pizza in 
town?"'  
V. ell. there's
 onls one clear-cut
 reanou . 
Our pizzas 
taste  !setter 










discount  price on 
our
 pizza. Thom. 
%s ill. have been 
to the Straw Hat 
have
 al-









out to the 
Straw
 Rat 






Tropicana shopping Center 
now!
 K.ing 









































south  of the
 



































































































































































































































sienne  Suite 

















 8.000 -seat I 
arena 




Festival  to be held 




 Fairgrounds. Season 
tickets
 are
 on sale 








 be no 
gisninds 
admission, as 
in the past 
and 
entrance








































































































































F %EH  a minimum
 
charge
 at our 
driae-in  
Ube 









coffers  ii 
OP. 































































































































































100   
Strauss.  
Don 












































arts,  and othatt.  









































House. Come in and insure 
yourself




























































































































































































































































































































,r.iged.  almost 
forced, 
naila.
 and I owe















Music  major 



























 a concert. 
 I.1,!
 




























































until  then 































































































































































































































































































































 for a 
year 
as














he decided  
on a career




objective  led 
him  to SJS's 
Police 
































instead.  he 



























































though  his " 
cording  
to Geary... 

































The  visitors, 
all journalism
 ma-
jors,  were being
 given a 
taste  of 
%%tat 







got  the full 
treatment.  
On the 



















across from the 
conference 
rooms




































claustrophobia  and a click of the camera was 
I let out by fellow student 
Geary who is majoring 
in Sociology. 
consumplion of 












 stregi by 
the 
wiruk/w-













They :ire rooms te,hich
 claim a 
high percentage of occupancy on 








in evidence on the padded
 
floors 
When a man is put into the drunk 
tank, his shoes are taken away 
Explained Geary, drunko tend to 
kick one another which  in the past 
resulted in serious inklrY irk 
sortie'
 
TRI STIES COOK 
Dinner was tx-ing prepared in 
the kitchen 
a 







Robert  A. Anderson whu
 killed his 











in Willow Glen. 










































Inc., will visit San J1.1. :, , - 
: 
mean to  
On de Kaplany's
 bed was a well- I 
formed reporter. 
, term was 
fabricated






qualified  per-, .
 
worn  Bible. 
1 He told the amusing but painful . the eountrY 
1nel  to fill 
professional








Geary. de Kaplanylstory about  one prisoner
 
tagged  ' NIrs-
 Slit". Pers'Innel 
ena"T  :,:. .. 
hail 
leen 
a model prisoner. 














 s e 
special 




































closely  with the 
colle..a,,
 
:,.  : 
... 
campus to tell you more 
On the same floor were































seen  on the doors,





Tuflex.  "We can see, were
 up for











A i f y a m
 !,. 
what
















commented  the 
tour















 set vice. 
The  or::,! - 
the inmates, a 
former























conflicted  and 
Geary  chose 
charge. Unemotionally 
he told the !ion of his learning. 










uty in charge 
of the Gilroy jail. 
 
Five  years and three transfers = 
later found
 him married 
and back E. 
in San Jose 
as county jailer. 
Geary,
 an admitted opportunist.
 :E 
resumed  studies at 








 fits my kind of work 
better," 
he explains. "It 
gives me a better = 
understanding 
of the various E. 
ethnic  groups and their problems
 
' = 
problems that directly 
concern
 me E 
as a jail 
commander."  
This 




 forces act upon man E 
-leading one of every thousand
 in = 
Santa Clara County to his jail - 
and what can be done t:: = 
tato 














































































atch for him and 
sav hello 
132 
SOUTH FIRST STREET 
At 
























































132 SOUTH FIRST ST. CY 14221 




 29, 1965 
SWEETHEART OF 
Omega Psi Phi, Carole 
Allen,
 
smiles  happily 
after
 receiving
 a trophy from 
Preston  Clark,
 
basileus.  Miss Allen
 
has been a candidate
 in the Miss 
Greater 
San  Jose Pageant 
and a 
contestant









Going to do some 
work  
on your car this 
weekend?
 
 You'll need the
 following parts  
Call















thinking about getting 
those 
Spring  clothes  ready 
























































































San  Jose 
Pageant  















 the fall 
semester  a for-
mal award will be given to Carole 
along with the 
Omega Man of the 
Year,  
an
 award for the active mem-
!vr who gives the most noteworthy 
.ntribution to the
 growth of the 
,dernity. and the 









California  had 4106 
per-
sons killed in traffic accidents. The 
national toll was 41,000. The 
Cali-
fornia Traffic
 Safety Foundation 
pointed out that
 if the United 
States traffic fatality rate was as 
had as 
Europe's.  200,000 more 
Americans would
 die every year. I 
Many  bills to increase 
traffic'  
safety have been introduced into 




 the beginning ti 
this
 
!month, San Jose 
State  College 
I students have 










the Model United 
Nations in San Jose on April '24 
to 27.  At 
this writing five SJS 
students, two of them roommates, 
base displayed signs in their 
win-
dows
 against ML'N. 
, The first anti-MUN sign 
went  up 
,on March 1  in the front 
window  
of the apartment of Jim
 Avery 
and Thomas Di Pippo at 
246  S. 
Ninth St. The sign simply read 
"Model  UN Go Home." The 
two
 
at first hesitated to explain to the 
press 
'which  included the Spartan 
radio station 
KSJS,  and the 
San 




up the sign. 
Meanwhile.
 Richard 
, Sutter. of 463 S. Sixth St. put up 
a sign with the same 
wording as 
, the first anti-MUN sign.
 When 
!Sutter was contacted
 by the Spar-
tan Daily for comment,
 he also 
refused 
to explain. 
By this time. 
however.  Di Pippo 
gave 
the Spartan Daily an ex
-
elusive interview,
 which was 
fea-
tured on 
the front page 
of that 
publication
 on March 7. 
This re-
, porter contacted Di Pippo
 recently 
to find out in more precise 
detail 
why 
he is opposed to 
the Model 
;UN. 
"As  I have already told the 
Spartan
 Daily." he said. "I am 
, not opposed to 
the  Model UN as 
;such.











 to do with the United
 
Nations." 
he continued, "it is clear
 
:to me that 
the Model UN is a 
propaganda 
arm for the 
United 
Nations. 




renewals must take the same ex-!
 
amination at least once
 every
 ten 
years as that given to original ap-
plicants. 
--Roadway markings and speed 
zone signs shall be painted with 
luminous paint of distinctive color 
to indicate applicable speed
 limits;1
 



















colors  lighted 
while  traveling




Maximum speed limit of 50 mph 
would be enforced for vehicles on 
state holidays and any three-day 
weekend, the first or last day of 
which is a state holiday.
 
Safety belts would be mandatory 
on any new passenger vehicle sold 
on and after Jan. 1, 1964. Seventy. 
out of the 130 assemblymen joined 





driver's  license would 
be 
conditioned  upon applicant's 
amed 
consent to 
blood  test if 
he
 













































Open  tote sea 
straw 
carrying  
























































 'The type of 
world  




be a very 
pretty one. 
Every  nation 
would  lose its 
sov-
























charged.  "They 
have. of 
course, veto 


































































































































































































































































































 ha,'  also become 
an 
ob-











Koegle.  the fifth 
person in 
this campaign,
 has a sign in 
his 




 "I Oppose the UN." 
"The 
UN is not working," 
Koe-




"The  great powers have a veto 
over 
everything."  Kneele went on. 











 to do 
with
 y-,ou 






















big Marine Corps 
base. The 
!aim,  of course, is to 
get qualified 
lofficers for 
the  Corps. 
I Freshmen 
and 
sophomore  men 
can go on the 
all  expenses paid
 
vacation  I?, for six weeks 
during
 
I the summers of two consecutive 
!years.
 Juniors
 for 12 weeks
 for 
a 
single  summer. 
Junior women spend six weeks 
at 
Quantico,
 then, after 
gradua-
tion. 
spend  another four
 weeks 
there before being
 commissioned. , 
'Provisions
 are made 
for them to 
drop out, voluntarily, 
at any time 
'during these 
training periods. 
Drop -outs are 
simply





 a Marine 
of ficer' 
How does



































an Army officer? "They do 
:$ 
not," says T. -Sgt. 
David M. Brad-
bury,  noncommissioned
 officer in 
charge at the 
U.S.
 Marine Corps 
recruiting office, 45 
N. First St., 
San Jose. 
But  after 
listening
 a 
while  as he tells
 how they 
do not 
differ,














uniforms,  one 






























































































































































































































































r e ! 
/hen
 































































































































































































































































































































































































affected by this year's 
depiction
 of maims












 has been affected 
this year 
lie hasn't had the 
chance  to have 
a 
comforting 























their  spring 
fling. 
. Looks like  the

























































































































































 Row have 
its weekly 









 OT1 still 
the robins will a Ill% e this 
spring.
 She has placed a "survival 
box" 
in




victims  ftf the robins' annual 
binge. She places the dIzzy birds 
in the box, and they eventually 
revive and fly away 
But, there is one good thing ! 
about the situation. No 
one will 
have a drunken robin on his hands1 










Perils:  n 
newspapers
 (tom other colleges and 





 little snatches of philosophy
 which 
aid one in 
meeting
 , 
life's challenges and facing the seeming unsurmountable problems of 
daily 
existence. 
This fart was 
brought
 home 
to me again today
 as I flipped
 through 





I might add that one must be quick-witted 
and  alert to discovei 
these little gems. Unless this individual is possessed of these intellec-
tual
 




stmulating club advances that run rampant in the average college 






 the like. 
After a 
program of extensive












of immortal Daily 
Column]
  
George Martin, I digress. 
The bit of wisdom that I discovered was hidden in the seldom -re:, : 
editorial  
page. 













blood.  The 
ail  reads














 in both the Army and
 Air Force will still he 
hia 
But 




old  movies and laugh at. the corny jokes? Noboly 
We're  looking forward to the
 year 2884.." 
Since the problem of compulsory ROTC has never 
particulait  
;elected me, I was able to view the whole thing objectively and con-
centrate on the philosophical aspects. 
And those are magnificent. 
Such optimism! And such universality! 
The 








For example: in the
 year 2284. the problem of preserving Tower 
Till
 
will  he non-existent. 









in the old 
stria.-
f- Centennial Hall, the Library 
:did  Health building having col-
: !i!seti in 1984. 
The Republican party in California will have split into three main 
!...iips:
 
the Young Conservatives,  the Old Liberals, and the 
Eugene V 
Ifehs 







In 2284, the editor of the Spartan Daily will become the 243th 
Daily editor to he fired
 for printing 
controversial material. This 
will  
have become a tradition. 
And it is even 







 of Ophelia- and
 marry her 
72



















Invited to visit our 
Bridal 
Registry  and 























































 a eon- Miss



















 teaching Orchestra  Tuesday






















to SJS. She 
IS 














degree at an eao pace 
"about
 six 






,   at the works of Bach 
"Re --
she said. "that is 
what
 I'm 
king on And 
I also like Ben 



































Miss Beebe has a fairly
 well-
rounded selection hut the 
more 
numerous
 are semi - populare
 and 
riow I have
 20 pupils ol my own ci"sicals 





That was how Marilyn 
Beebe,  lege career 
her 
den,'i:
 i . 
music 
graduate


























































































































 a year 

















field  of 
recurrent
 sequences




















the  journal's 
editorial 


















 on the 
editorial  
staff include 
Dr. Dmitri Thom. 
as-
sociate 




 E. Hoggatt,  
associate 
professor
 of mathematics: 
Paul  F. 
Byrd.
 assistant professor of 
mathe-
matics.











of both the intent of 
the associa-
tion and of the 
purpose for publish-
ing the 
journal.  It is 
divided
 into 
two distinct sections: the 
first  part 
devoted to 
more  advanced research 
and problems and








 out that 
"mathematics 
teachers  and stu-
dents of all levels
 are encouraged 
to share our 
enthusiasm
 and to 
develop an interest 
in arithmetic 
number sequences.





read  and carry on 
their  own in-
dependent research. It will serve
 








ematicians and students to publish 
their work in this field." 






vide ideas, problems and research 
which may be adapted to class-
room mathematics projects." The 
second half of the publication, de-
voted primarily to the novice, will 
present problems and research 
projects specifically for students at 
the high school and undergraduate 
college
 level. 
The term "Fibonacci numbers" 
came into existence as the result 
of a mathematical puzzle 
problem
 
proposed by Leonard Pisan°. 
also 
known as Fibonacci. in his famous 
book on arithmetic. Liber Abaci, 
published in 1202. 
"In solving the problem." said 
Dr. Hoggatt. "the sequence
 of 
numbers evolved in the solution 
has the characteristic that any one 
number of the sequence is the AIM 
of the two previous 
numbers  of the 
sequence. The 
particular sequence 
0, 1, 1. 
2.
 3, 5, 8 . . .
 is
 known as 
the Fibanocci sequence." 
Fibonacci numbers occur in the 
solution of many natural 
phenoni-
ena. The position of 
seeds  on a pine 
cone,  the position of 
pussy willow 
on a branch and the 
number  of 
pussy willow on a branch 
and the 
number of petals 
on a daisy can be 
expressed as a sequence 
of ratios 
of Fibonacci numbers,  just as 
stock  
market fluctauations can. 
Persons interested






more inforrmation about the 
jour-




































convention  will 
feature  two 
after-
noon 
meetings  from 
1:30-4:30 in!
 
CH150 and an 
evening
 lecture by 
Dr. 
Carl  R. 
Rogers
 in Morris , 
Dailey  Auditorium. 
Approximately








by presenting original research 
papers. i'stially
























drift  in and 
out  











 will be 
available 
by
 the latter part of 
Dr. 






























tion on new 
research, 
and  to 
stimulate  students 
in









which concerns the 
general field







 the psychology 
depart-
ment in CH157 The deadline for 





 posted on 
the psy-





 presented will 
win three psychology volumes 
worth about $35. The 
honks, by 










represent a tremendous 
range of interest, stretching from 
brain chemistry in rats to 
demo-
cratic attitudes In church grougis. 
On 
the 





renowned  lecturer 

































mos-es, in the mature person, 'To-






 open to 
ev-
eryone and free of charge. 
Dr. Rogers Is currently
 on leave 
at Stanford University and doing 
work
 at the Center for 
the Ad-
vanced Study of Behavioral Sci-
inices. He is professor of psychol-
ogy at the University of Wisconsin. 
A past president of the Amer-
ican Psychological Association. in 






has many publications 
in the areas 
of personality















 am. and 430 
pin.
 Signup
 sheets are now available. 
Students ere 
requested  to sign up 
early.ED.) 
Monday, April 1  
Santa  Ana 
Unified and Junior College Dis-
tricts, Santa Ana, Orange County. 
Gustine Union Elementary School 
District, Gustine, Merced County 

















bolt Cotmty. Sacramento City 
Unified














Elementary School District, Ful-
lerton. 









School District, Campbell and 
Ravenswood  City 
School  District. 
Palo Alto, both in Santa 
Clara 
County. West Covina Unified 











Tole County. Garden Grove Ele-






 District, Merced, in 
, Merced County.
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sprightly Lanz Original 
print on crisp cotton 
poplin. Color
-marched 
piping accent on 
sleeve, neckline, waist, 
and down gore seams. 
Blue, red, 
or black. 
5 to 15. 25 95 
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Fine  mohair and 
Black, 
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